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Dear Shelagh, 

We have really big news to share with you – a massive productivity 

boost for our Highcon® Euclid product line, which is now almost 50% 

faster!  The new Highcon Productivity Boost package extends the 

capabilities of the Highcon Euclid platform, allowing customers to 

produce more jobs per-shift, with higher profitability, enabling a faster 

return on investment. 

 

Through a combination of software development and mechanical 

upgrade the Highcon Productivity Boost Package dramatically increases 

the effective speed of the Highcon Euclid digital cutting and creasing 

machines. 

 

The Productivity Boost delivers the following improvement: 

• B1 (106 cm / 42 in.) – from 1,500 to a maximum speed of 2,250 SPH 

• B2 (76 cm / 29 in.) – from 2,000 to a maximum speed of 2,750 SPH. 

 

To download the brochure, click below. 

 

http://connect.highcon.net/webmail/83322/256586055/c7baaead0de3d60cbc3e7af0ae24021aef57df6c8d0d01e82c56e6ec9520452c
http://connect.highcon.net/e/83322/2017-07-03/82vkl2/256586055
http://connect.highcon.net/e/83322/tivity-Boost-Package-PRINT-pdf/82vkl4/256586055


   

 

Highcon Customer Testimonial - 
Pocket Folders Fast 

 There is no better way to learn about Highcon technology than to listen 

to our customers.  Below you can view a video from Pocket Folders Fast 

- an application that thrives with the help of the Highcon Euclid.  

"The trend in the 
printing market as of 
late has always been 
to shorter run length. 
To achieve that goal 
we of course moved 
into the digital market, 
which Highcon is 
perfect for." 
Mark Wright, Owner, Pocket 
Folders Fast 

 

    

To see the video, click below. 

 

 

Till next time, 

Best regards 

 

The Highcon Team 
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